
Reading for Pleasure at St Mary’s

• A semi-rural location on the northern outskirts of Sheffield 
• Take pupils from a wide catchment area covering areas of both high 

deprivation and high affluence. 
• One form entry Catholic School with 191 pupils currently on roll from the 

ages of 4 – 11 (YR to Y6).  
• The number of pupils that Speak English as an Additional Language is 11%
• The number of pupils eligible for Pupil Premium is 9%   
• % achieving GLD is 81% (2019)
• % achieving phonics screening pass mark is 93% (2019)
• % at expected for reading in KS1 is 77% and exceeding is 40% (2019)
• % at expected for reading in KS2 is 74% and exceeding is 30% (2019)



Explore
Intention: define the problem and establish a baseline

• As a school we had already tentatively begun our own reading for 
pleasure journey in the academic year 2019-2020 pre COVID. 

• Analysis of the teacher surveys revealed that teacher’s knowledge of 
authors was limited and learning walks focused on book areas also 
supported these findings as staff’s recommendations and author 
focuses were limited to the same authors from the surveys.

• Informal book talk - over half the staff only sometimes making time 
for this outside literacy sessions

• Reading aloud and independent reading time was inconsistent 
between classes







• Children’s knowledge was limited to dated and celebrity authors.  In 
KS1 and EYFS, many children in Y1 and YR were unable to name any 
authors or titles of books and would either say ‘I can’t remember’ or 
‘that book about the dinosaur’

• Book chat was again limited in all year groups – on average 21% of 
children across KS2 said they spoke about books in school. In UKS2 
this was as low as 16%



Prepare

Aims
1. To build teacher knowledge of children’s literature
2. Develop informal book talk in all classrooms

Through our focused aims we wanted to create an atmosphere and ethos where 
reading for pleasure is a priority for all stakeholders. Where staff are 
knowledgeable about a diverse range of texts and can make tailored 
recommendations to all children. Where there is peer to peer and teacher to child 
reciprocal, informal book talk. We want children to choose to read for pleasure and 
engage and respond to the texts they read, to support children in becoming readers 
for life. Focus children were key to this. 



Deliver
Implementation: implementing your development plan and 

documenting impact 
Aim 1 - To build teacher knowledge of children’s literature
Summary of  strategies 
PDM to introduce project
Bite size reviews in PDM
Use of the padlet
Book gifting
Book doors
Book recommendations on emails
Class must reads
Book blanket with new books
Reorganisation of school library
Branching out posters
Recommended reads for year groups
Reading newsletter
Use of social media
Use of Teams to read stories/poems



Impact  
INSET Day
‘I’m not sure what books to bring to the INSET Day.  I really like the class book we’re reading at the moment 
(for English Mastery)’  TA before INSET Day

Same TA after INSET Day ‘I really enjoyed choosing the books.  I like how everyone chose books for different 
reasons and enjoyed listening to why’.

World Book Day Activity Y3 – children asked to create own book blankets.

When choosing a book to tempt they said ‘I think I’ll choose this book for my friend because I know he likes 
Minecraft and in Y2 there was a Minecraft book but he didn’t get a chance to read it because everyone else 
had it.’ Y3 Child

‘I noticed lots of children recommending books by Julia Donaldson during the book wave on Teams so I decided 
to share with parents the branching out poster for this author.’  YR Teacher





Deliver
Implementation: implementing your development plan and 

documenting impact 
Aim 2 - Develop informal book talk in all classrooms
Summary of strategies
PDM bitesize reviews 
Library sessions with staff – formal and informal
Book waves
Children’s padlet
Book clubs
Raising the profile
Voting
Class librarians 
Use of social media
Reading newsletter 
RfP assignments on Teams



Impact 

‘I loved making the reading den during 
lockdown’ – YR Child

‘I really enjoyed selecting a new book to 
share each day with the children on Teams 
during lockdown.  It was great that I could 
also get recommendations from colleagues 
of what to share next.  The Y2 teacher 
recommended the shape trilogy by Jon 
Klassen and it was a great hit with the 
Reception children.  We found we were 
passing books between us and giving mini 
reviews.’  YR Teacher 





Review and Sustain
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and 

impact in future years
• Aim 1 – Build teacher’s knowledge of children’s literature

Teachers knowledge of authors was much broader than at the start of the year with authors named going beyond the 
celebrity authors. This is reflected in book areas where focus books represent a diversity of authors, genres and characters.

Y5 Child “Mrs T reads children’s books because they are more adventurous and they make her want to read more. I got 
recommended Cogheart and that is one of the books I’ve loved the most”

Y2 Teacher “ My desk is always covered in books that the children have recommended to me. I know so many more authors 
now”

During reading governor visit a YR child choose to share the book Tiger, Tiger because their teacher recommended it and they 
loved the pictures.  Many children in reception named this book as a favourite as well as The Suitcase and The Bear on the 
Chair.

‘We have 5 must read books in class recommended by our teacher.  I haven’t read invisible dog yet because other people have 
had it but I really want to read it.’ – Y4 Child





Review and Sustain
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and 

impact in future years

• Aim 2 – Develop informal book talk in all classrooms

Y3 – 44% to 81%
Y5 – 16% to 48%
Y6 – 16% to 35%
Increased preference in reading at school linked to book talk
Y3 50% to 65%
Y4 0% to 17%
Y5 30% to 49%
Y6 12% to 38%
KS2 39% to 46%
Perception of themselves as a reader
KS1 59% to 63%
KS2 18% to 30%

‘I like reading in school because I can talk to my 
friends about my books’  ‘When I get a new book 
I want to spread the word to my friends to read 
it.’ – Y4 Child
‘Reading the same books as my friends is the 
best because we can talk about them’ – Heidi Y2
‘I asked my teacher to read it…I wanted to 
discuss it with my teacher’ – Y2 Child
‘We talked about the book we were reading 
together at break times and we even acted it 
out.  Remember you were the rider and I was 
the pony.’ – Y3 Children







Review and Sustain
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and 

impact in future years

• 3 focus children in each class. Looked at disadvantaged first then 
selected others based on survey responses (skill but not will)

• The will to read influences the skill and vice versa (OECD, 2010)
• Most impact appeared to be in EYFS/KS1 as children’s love of 

reading/perceptions of themselves as a reader had changed with only 
2 out of 9 children saying they didn’t like reading

• Many children were able to name the titles of specific books including 
Tiger, Tiger, The Bear on the Chair, My book with no pictures, I am the 
seed who grew the tree, Moon zoo, aliens love underpants, Barry the 
fish with fingers, snail and the whale compared with baseline data



KS2
• Book chat in school was an area of strength with most saying they talked to peers/friends and 

their teacher about what they were reading
• Children that we had observed being enthused about reading during book clubs and wanting to 

create their own mini book club with friends did not reflect this in their survey – ‘I really enjoyed 
the book club.’  Y4 Child  ‘I really liked the book club because we shared pages that I hadn’t yet 
looked at and it made me want to look at them.’ Y2 Child

• The older the children the harder it was to change their view of reading and their perception of 
themselves as a reader?  

• Children were able to name specific books they were reading and the authors which included Tom 
Gates, Jeff Kinney, Andy Griffiths, Jon Klassen, Derek Landy, Matt and Tom Oldfield, Little People 
Big Dreams

• For some children there was a huge contrast in their surveys with one child saying in the baseline 
‘I don’t like reading because its boring and tiring to I love reading because it is a fun activity’ in 
the final survey.

• ‘I do like reading but I’d just rather be doing something else.’ Y3 Child



Review and Sustain
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and 

impact in future years
• Initially said he did not like reading and 

had a poor self esteem with regard to his 
reading.  He would not choose to go to 
the book corner during learning through 
play.  Initially couldn’t name any books 
other than ‘Crocodile says bye.’

• Teacher introduced a new book Tiger, 
Tiger  

• TA observed changes in library sessions
• Bringing books from home
• Role model to others
• ‘I love reading its so relaxing and it helps me 

learn.’ YR Child
• Became a role model to those with lose self 

esteem in their reading ability





Sustain (Conclusion)
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and 

impact in future years
Key Learning Next steps

• Embed understanding of social reading 
environments – post COVID restrictions

• Build on the start made with support staff
• Ensure that consistencies with reading aloud 

and reading together time are maintained 
• Work with parents on the importance of 

reading at home (listening to and reading to) 
right up to Y6

• Work with parents on giving children a varied 
diet of reading material

• Teachers Summer Reading Challenge – this 
will have more impact this year

• Continued fund raising for new books
• Author visits and bids for books – book clubs
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